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An electron density gradient driven instability identified as the toroidal branch of the universal drift
instability is studied using a global gyrokinetic model treating both electrons and ions fully
nonadiabatically and valid at all orders in the ratio of the Larmor radius to the wavelength. The
physics of the magnetic drift resonance, Landau resonance and transit resonance, which are
considered to be important for the toroidal universal mode, are kept for both species. A systematic
parametric study is carried out for the mode. The toroidal universal drift mode is observed to sustain
finite temperature gradient and can thus coexist with the temperature gradient driven modes and may
contribute to the observed particle transport along with other drift modes. Especially at intermediate
scales between the ion temperature gradient driven mode and electron temperature gradient driven
mode, this branch of the drift instability can also be a plausible candidate for the observed particle
loss. The effect of magnetic fluctuations on the mode is also investigated. In contrast to the slab
mode, the toroidal branch of the universal drift mode is found to be strongly stabilized by
electromagnetic effects at finite plasma . Finally, the effect of trapped electrons on the universal
mode is studied and compared with the other possible modes in the same parameter regime, namely,
ion temperature gradient mode in the presence of trapped electrons and pure trapped electron
modes. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3490238
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the tokamak has emerged as one of the
most promising devices to realize controlled thermonuclear
fusion as an alternate source of clean and sustainable energy.
However, such a device suffers from various instabilities ex-
cited by the temperature and density gradients prevailing in
the confined plasma. These instabilities are the origin of mi-
croturbulence leading to transport of heat and particles.
Among the various instabilities, the ion temperature gradient
ITG driven mode is considered to be the most deleterious
mode for ion heat loss, while the trapped electron mode
TEM and electron temperature gradient ETG driven
modes are supposed to be the source of electron energy and
particle loss from the device. In the absence of temperature
gradients, there is another class of instabilities, which are
driven even by the slightest density gradient in the plasma
and are thus called universal drift instabilities. In the late
1980s, there had been a large effort to understand the basic
physics of the universal drift instability. The motivation was
that the universal drift mode was thought to be the dominant
microinstability at that time and thus source of plasma trans-
port in the various confining devices, such as, tandem mirror,
tokamak, spheromak, stellarator, etc. In situations where the
density profile is steeper than the temperature profile, one
can indeed have fluctuations and associated transport domi-
nated by the universal drift instability. Moreover, the univer-
sal instability is the simplest one in the class of drift waves
and a thorough understanding of the mode can help get in-
sight in the other modes of the family as well. The study of
the universal drift wave had started with a very simple
model, the shearless slab model,1,2 that revealed that the col-
lisionless universal drift instability is always unstable in the
presence of a density gradient and the absence of shear. The
driving mechanism in this case is the wave particle reso-
nance by the electrons coupled with the density gradients.
The mode remains unstable, in the presence of weak but
reasonable shear, when studied in the framework of the adia-
batic electron model. Thus, up to that point, the speculation
was that the universal mode without or with weak shear is
always unstable. However, in contradiction to all previous
works, Ross and Mahajan3 and Tsang et al.4 reported that the
universal instability or collisionless drift instability in the
presence of magnetic shear is always stable in the slab ge-
ometry, irrespective of the strength of the shear or transverse
wave number when one takes into account the full electron
dispersion function. The observed stability is attributed pri-
marily to the stabilizing influence of the nonresonant elec-
trons. These issues had further been addressed by Chen
et al.5 who concluded that the mode can be damped and
marginally stable depending upon the strength of the shear
and magnitude of the transverse wave number ky. For ex-
ample, in the case of sufficiently weak shear, i.e., with Ls /Ln
greater than a critical value where Ls and Ln are, respec-
tively, the measure of shear and density gradient scale
length collisionless drift waves are marginally stable at
shorter wavelength or high wave number regime, where the
electron dynamics usually play the pivotal role in determin-
ing the nature of an eigenmode. In the opposite limit, i.e., at
longer wavelength or lower wave number regime where ion
dynamics dominate, the eigenmode is damped. For strong
shear, on the other hand, the eigenmodes are always stable
irrespective of the wave number or wavelength. However,aElectronic mail: ganesh@ipr.res.in.
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even in a sheared magnetic field, an absolute instability can
be observed by the elimination of the stabilization produced
by the off-resonant electrons by the turbulent diffusion near
the mode rational surfaces.6 The investigation of the various
properties of the universal drift instability in a more complex
situation such as in the presence of finite toroidicity was
undertaken by Cheng et al.7 Two eigenmodes were found to
coexist that are brought about by the equilibrium variation
along the field line. One mode is not localized in the balloon-
ing coordinate and gets strongly stabilized due to the mag-
netic shear, much like the slab version of the mode. The
other eigenmode is observed to have no slab counterpart. It is
intrinsically driven by the toroidicity, partly localized, and
weakly affected by the stabilization of the magnetic shear. It
was shown that, while it is rendered as an absolute instability
by the electron Landau resonance, ion Landau damping on
the other hand has a stabilizing effect on the mode. It is
important to note that the formulation in Ref. 7 uses the
ballooning formalism applicable only in the high n toroidal
mode number limit, considers kLi1 and keeps the tor-
oidal coupling effect only through the ion B and curvature
drift. The ion drift frequency, however, is assumed very
small compared to the mode frequency  and ion drift reso-
nance is thus ignored. Studies involving more complex ge-
ometries, such as in small aspect ratio tokamaks or
spheromaks8 were reported later. Modes are found to be less
localized at different positions of poloidal angle when one
removes the large aspect ratio assumption. However, except
for the presence of more than one mode along the poloidal
direction because of the strong equilibrium variations along
the field line, the results are qualitatively the same as for the
case of former large aspect ratio. The role of ion magnetic
drift resonance and electron Landau resonance are discussed
by Schep and Venema9 using the ballooning formalism with
gyrokinetic theory. The conclusion is that along with mag-
netic drift resonance, one requires electron Landau resonance
to make the mode unstable. However, this study precludes
the role of the transit frequency of the thermal ions by as-
suming the mode frequencies to be higher than the transit
frequency of the thermal ions. Berk and Domingues10
showed that the universal drift instability is stabilized by the
presence of finite plasma . This can be understood to result
from the coupling of the universal drift wave to the Alfven
mode and from the effect of ion Landau damping. Hastings
and McCune,11 considering a slab geometry with finite B
and using gyrokinetic theory, find two mechanisms of stabi-
lization of the mode by finite : 1 for small values of  in
the range me /mi1, the stabilization is brought about by
the coupling to the Alfven wave and 2 for O1, the
stabilization is due to the compression of the perturbed
plasma motion. The study of the universal drift instability
thus evolved from a simple slab model to the toroidal geom-
etry. Most of these formulations were, however, based on
fluid or hybrid kinetic-fluid models. A few gyrokinetic mod-
els either exploited the ballooning formulation or a simple
geometry. In this work we present a global, fully gyrokinetic
study of the toroidicity driven universal drift mode using the
numerical code EM-GLOGYSTO Refs. 12–17 that considers
both ions and electrons to be nonadiabatic. The formulation
retains toroidal coupling effects due to both electron and ion
B and curvature drift with no assumption regarding the
magnetic drift frequency of the ions and electrons compared
to the mode frequency, thereby allowing full magnetic drift
resonance by both species. The formulation also keeps the
Landau damping term of both electrons and ions. Finite
Larmor radius effects are kept up to all orders. More impor-
tantly, the present study retains the transit frequency reso-
nance term in the nonadiabatic part of the density perturba-
tion for both species as shown in Eqs. 1 and 2. It is to be
noted that, we use a large aspect ratio, circular geometry for
the tokamak, with no Shafranov shift. Though the universal
toroidal mode is inherently due to the passing nonadiabatic
electrons, effects of trapped electrons and trapped ions are
also retained in the formulation. Furthermore, no collisional
effect is considered in the formulation. With this model, vari-
ous parametric studies of the toroidal branch of the universal
mode have been carried out. We observe finite mode fre-
quencies and growth rates beyond the critical =Ln /LT for
the ITG and ETG modes, where Ln and LT are, respectively,
the density and temperature gradient scale lengths. A com-
parative study of the contribution of the magnetic drift reso-
nance as well as of the Landau resonance from both species
toward the stability properties of the mode is performed by a
systematic parametric scan. An electromagnetic study of the
mode is also carried out that elucidates the effect of finite 
on the universal drift mode driven by toroidicity. The effect
of trapped electrons on the universal mode is studied and
growth rates and real frequencies are compared with the ITG
mode and TEM.
The various parts of the paper are arranged as follows.
Section II presents the basic set of gyrokinetic equations for
the global formulation, both in the electrostatic and electro-
magnetic limit, Sec. III addresses the results of our numerical
study using the global gyrokinetic formulation. Finally,
Sec. IV presents a brief discussion of the obtained results.
II. MODEL EQUATIONS
In real space r, for the species j, the perturbed density
can be expressed as
n˜jr; = − qjNTj 	˜ +
 dk exp	k · r


 dv fMjN  −  j	U j˜k;J02xLj , 1
where the first term on the right hand side corresponds to the
adiabatic response, while the second term represents the
nonadiabatic response of the particles to a perturbation with
all its kinetic effects. Here, qj and Tj stand, respectively, for
the charge and temperature of species j, N is the equilibrium
density,  j

=nj1+  j2  v
2
vthj2
−3 with the diamagnetic drift
frequency nj = Tjn ln Nk / qjB, where n=−rBp

 ,  j
= d ln Tj / d ln N is the ratio of the density to temperature
gradient scale lengths, v is the velocity amplitude, and vthj is
the thermal velocity of species j. J0xLj is the Bessel func-
tion of argument xLj =kLj, accounting for the finite Larmor
radius effect to all orders. Note that here m ,n are poloidal
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and toroidal wave numbers, qs is the safety factor, k is the
poloidal wavevector, Bp is the poloidal magnetic field, and
i=−1. We consider a local Maxwellian for each species of
mass mj
fMj, =
N
	2Tj
mj
3/2exp−
1
2
mv2
Tj
 .
Also, in Eq. 1 the term U j represents the guiding center
propagator for the passing particles. One can show that
	U j = 
p,p
Jpxtj
Jpxtj

 − kv − pt
exp	p − p − ¯ , 2
where xtj

=k , =vd /t , =
v2
2B , vd= v
2 /2+v2 / cR,
t=v / qsR , =1 sign of v, k=2+k2, k
= nqs−m / qsR, and ¯ is defined as tan ¯=− /k
with s= /a, a and R being the minor and major radius of a
tokamak. Note that the B and curvature drifts appear
through the argument of Bessel functions xtj

=kvd /t of
Eq. 2. Hence in our model, Bessel functions in Eq. 2
bring about coupling between neighboring flux surfaces and
also couple neighboring poloidal harmonics. Also, the argu-
ment of the Bessel functions Jp in Eq. 2, xtj

=k depends
on the transit frequency t and can become of the order
unity. Hence transit harmonic orders p are to be chosen ac-
cordingly. In this form, U j contains effects such as transit
harmonic resonances, parallel velocity resonances, and po-
loidal mode coupling. Introducing the quasineutrality condi-
tion

j
n˜jr; = 0 3
in the case of electrostatic fluctuations, one thus finally ends
up with a generalized eigenvalue problem, where  and ˜
are the eigenvalue and the eigenvector, respectively. For a
given toroidal mode number n this can then be conveniently
solved in the Fourier space  ,m by Fourier decomposing
the potential ˜ in Eq. 1 first and then taking the Fourier
transform of n˜j, to eventually obtain a convolution matrix in
Fourier space. With the single charged hydrogen passing
nonadiabatic ions and nonadiabatic electrons we have

k

j=i,e
Mˆ k,k
j
˜k = 0. 4
The considered axisymmetry of the system enables one
in the linear analysis to fix the toroidal mode number n, so
that the notation k=  ,m for the wave vector defines the
radial wave number  and the poloidal wave number m.
Thus, k=  ,m and k=  ,m. For the trapped electron
and trapped ion formulation the reader is referred to Ref. 12.
For the electromagnetic case Eq. 1 for the perturbed
density is modified as14
TABLE I. Equilibrium profiles and parameters.
Parameters: Equilibrium profiles:
• B field: B0=1.0 T • N and T profiles
• Ion temperature: Ti0=Tis0=7.5 keV Ns /N0=exp− asnLn0 tanh
s−s0
sn

• Major radius: R=2.0 m Ti,es /T0=exp− asTLT0 tanh
s−s0
sT

• Minor radius: a=0.5 m sn=0.35, sT=0.0
• Radius: s= /a 0.01s1.0, s0=0.6 • qs=1.691+0.603 s2+0.705 s4
• Ln0=0.2 m, i,es0=0 such that qs=s0=2.0;
• s=Tes /Tis=3, n=Ln0 /R=0.1. Shear sˆ is positive sˆ=0.4.
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FIG. 1. Color online Equilibrium profiles to study the global toroidal universal drift instability mode for parameters in Table I: a normalized density
dots, temperature circle, i,e triangle, b safety factor q circle, and magnetic shear sˆ dots profiles as functions of normalized radius s=r /a. Note that
qs0=2.0, sˆs0=0.40, ns0=0.1, and s0=3.0 for s0=0.6.
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n˜jr; = − qjNTj 	˜ +
 dk exp	k · r
 dv fMjN  −  j

	U j˜k; − vA˜ k;J02xLj , 5
where A˜  is the component parallel to the equilibrium
magnetic field of the vector potential associated to the per-
turbation. In addition to n˜j, one has to consider the fluctua-
tion of the parallel current density given by
j˜ jr; = − qj2Tj	
 dk exp	k · r
 vdvfMj −  j

	U j˜k; − vA˜ k;J02xLj . 6
Along with the quasineutrality condition Eq. 3, Ampere’s
law
1
0

2 A˜  = − 
j
j j˜
will finally close the set of equations, to give a linear system
of equations of the form

k

j=i,e
Mˆ k,k
j  ˜k
A˜ k
 = 0.
Simple diagnostics for various physical quantities are
computed as averages over the eigenmode. For example
mode-averaged k
2 for the electrostatic case is computed as
k
2 =
dmm

,m2
dm,m2
. 7
The above shown averaging procedure is suitably ex-
tended to the electromagnetic cases by including A˜  mode
structure averaging as follows:
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FIG. 2. Color online Real frequency and growth rate for the electrostatic case corresponding to the parameters in Table I and profiles shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. Color online left The electrostatic mode structure for toroidal mode number n=10, kLi=0.58 corresponding to the parameters in Table I and
profiles shown in Fig. 1. right Poloidal component of ˜ in top radial Fourier representation and bottom radial direct space.
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k
2 =
dmm

,m2 + dmm

A,m2
dm,m2 + dmA,m
2 . 8
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the present section, we will delineate the results from
the global linear gyrokinetic numerical analysis. It is to be
noted that the mode frequencies and growth rates are ex-
pressed in units of vthi /a throughout the paper.
A. Profiles and parameters
Let us consider the following profiles and parameters for
a plasma with hydrogen ions see Table I.
The equilibrium profiles corresponding to these param-
eters are shown in Fig. 1. Note that results obtained in the
subsections from B to J are without the effect of trapped
electrons.
B. Growth rate  and real frequency r versus kLi
The dispersion diagram for the toroidal universal drift
instability with real frequency and growth rate plotted versus
the normalized poloidal wave number kLi is shown in
Fig. 2. The upper axis presents the corresponding toroidal
mode numbers. The real frequency is in the direction of the
electron diamagnetic drift frequency. The real frequency at
very low kLi increases first and then peaks at the value
of kLi=0.4 corresponding to n6. After this point, it
starts falling with kLi in a monotonic way. The growth
rate, on the other hand, initially increases until the point
kLi0.58 corresponding to the toroidal mode number
n10 and is practically constant at larger value of kLi. It is
apparent from this observation that the toroidal branch of the
universal drift instability spans from the low wave number or
longer wavelength regime, where ion dynamics are domi-
nant, to higher wave number or shorter wavelength regime,
where usually electron dynamics play the dominant role.
This is in contrast to the observation in the slab case,5 which
is marginally stable at high wave number regime and
damped in the low wave number regime.
C. Electrostatic mode structure
In the present section, we discuss the global electrostatic
mode structure of the toroidal branch of the universal drift
mode. Figure 3 displays the potential contours on a poloidal
cross section of the tokamak in the left panel for kLi=0.58
corresponding to the toroidal mode number n=10. The vari-
ous poloidal components of the potential with coupling
brought about by the toroidicity, both in Fourier and real
space, are presented in the right panel for kLi=0.58 corre-
sponding to the toroidal mode number n=10. A few impor-
tant issues to be noted in this context are: 1 The mode
structure is quite global passing through many mode rational
surfaces. 2 It exhibits a weak ballooning character, with a
finite amplitude observed at the favorable curvature side
high field side. In the right panel, coupling of poloidal
components has been shown across the minor radius, with a
maximum amplitude at s= /a=0.6, where the density gra-
dient peaks. The points in the upper axis, labeled by the
corresponding poloidal mode numbers m display the position
of the mode rational surfaces where km ,n=0. Correspond-
ing to each of these points, one can see a dip in the potential
corresponding to each poloidal mode number. These dips
correspond to km ,n=0 surfaces where  /kvthe, vthe
being the electron thermal velocity. Thus, the strong effect of
the off-resonant electrons is clearly visible from this figure.
The convergence in the Fourier space for the considered
mode is presented in the upper part of the right panel of
Fig. 3. Figure 4 presents a closeup view of the mode consid-
ered here.
D. Effect of Landau resonance
To investigate the effect of the Landau resonance of
electrons and ions on the toroidal universal drift instability,
one can artificially put a multiplying factor, say , in front of
the kv term in the denominator of the propagator for both
species see Eq. 2 and decrease it gradually from 1 to 0,
once for ions, keeping full electron Landau resonance effect,
and vice versa. It is to be noted that only the values 0 and
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FIG. 4. Color online A closeup view of the mode structure shown in
Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5. Color online The effect of electron and ion Landau resonance for
the mode n=10 corresponding to kLi=0.58. This is done by weighting the
Landau resonance term by  and running it from 0 to 1.
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1 of the artificial factor  are physically meaningful. The
other values of  simply represent a fractional weight to the
Landau resonance term in the propagator so as to enable us
to track the importance of the Landau effect continuously.
Thus the value 1 will refer to the case of full Landau reso-
nance term taken into account and 0 the complete omission
of the Landau resonance term from the propagator. It is clear
from Fig. 5 that the ion Landau resonance apparently has no
significant effect on the growth rate as well as on the mode
frequency compared to that of the electrons. For the electron
Landau resonance, the growth rate exhibits a nonmonotonic
dependence on the electron Landau resonance weighting pa-
rameter . For example, at lower values of  the growth rate
increases and again falls at higher values. Regarding the
mode frequency, in contrast to the growth rate, it increases
monotonically with  for the electrons, while it has little
variation in the case of ions. Thus, with the complete omis-
sion of the electron Landau resonance, the mode may be-
come nonexistent even if one keeps the other destabilizing
factors intact.
E. Effect of magnetic drift resonance
In toroidal geometry, a mode will certainly have mag-
netic drift resonance if its frequency is of the same order as
the magnetic drift frequency. We have looked at the effect of
magnetic drift resonance for both species on the toroidal uni-
versal mode. This is done in a similar way as for the study of
the previous section, by putting a multiplying factor  in
front of the magnetic drift resonance term, xtj appearing as
arguments of the Bessel functions in the numerator of the
propagator in Eq. 2. To be noted again that, while doing the
scan for one species, the full weight =1 is kept for the other
species. One notes a destabilizing effect due to the magnetic
drift resonance of ions when the multiplying factor  in-
creases. As shown in Fig. 6, the real frequency decreases
with the increasing multiplying factor , while the growth
rate increases and starts saturating as one approaches =1,
i.e., for the full magnetic drift resonance term in the ion
propagator. Electron magnetic drift resonance however does
not play a significant role for the universal drift instability, as
is clear from Fig. 6.
F. Shear scan
Though magnetic shear has a strong stabilizing influence
on the universal drift mode, in a slab model, the toroidal
resonance effects, intrinsic to toroidal geometry, can reduce
the shear damping of the mode. The shear scan is displayed
in Fig. 7. It is clear that for the parameters chosen in this
study, the critical value of shear, beyond which the mode
gets stabilized, is of the order of 1. The growth rate and real
frequency, however, do not decay monotonically with in-
creasing shear. The growth rate rather increases weakly at
low shear and then starts decreasing with increasing shear.
Similarly the real frequency of the mode also decays with
increasing shear. The stabilization of the mode by shear in
the presence of finite toroidicity can be understood as fol-
lows. The shear damping of the universal drift mode in the
slab geometry is basically due to the convection of energy
away from the mode rational surfaces. In the presence of
finite toroidicity, the toroidal coupling effect inhibits this
convection of wave energy, and thus reduces the shear
damping.7 Similar effects of toroidicity on shear induced sta-
bilization was also observed for high-n toroidal universal
drift instabilities.
G. Toroidicity scan
The real frequency and growth rate of the mode versus
n=Ln /R are presented in Fig. 8. The toroidicity scan is done
by varying R, but keeping Rq, Ln, nq, and a constant. While
the real frequency decreases almost monotonically, the
growth rate, on the other hand increases first with toroidicity,
peaks at around n0.1, and then starts falling for larger
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FIG. 6. Color online Effect of ion and electron magnetic drift resonance
for the mode n=10 corresponding to kLi=0.58. This is done by weighting
the magnetic drift term by  and running it from 0 to 1.
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FIG. 7. Color online Shear scan for the mode n=10 corresponding to kLi=0.58 at position s=s0=0.6, where the density gradient peaks. For these scans
the safety factor at s=s0 is kept at the fixed value q=2.0.
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values of n. Since, n→0 implies R→, i.e., the cylindrical
limit, the toroidal driving term becomes weak at low n.
Since the mode is basically driven by the magnetic drift reso-
nance, the growth rate increases with n for low values.
However, for large enough values of n the mode becomes
off-resonant with respect to the magnetic drift frequency,
which increases with n and growth rate falls down. Also,
increasing n implies decreasing R, which means reduced
connection length Rq between the favorable and unfavor-
able magnetic field. This nonmonotonic dependency of
growth rate on n for toroidal universal drift modes has not
been reported before.
H. =Te /Ti scan
The dependence of the mode frequency and growth rate
for the toroidal universal drift instability on the temperature
of the species is elucidated in the present section. Figure 9
displays the plots of the mode frequency and the growth rate
corresponding to kLi=0.58 n=10 as a function of the
ratio of temperatures of electrons and ions, i.e., Te /Ti=. To
be noted that in this scan the ion temperature Ti is kept
constant, while varying only the electron temperature Te. The
real frequency increases monotonically with the magnitude
of , i.e., with increasing electron temperature. The growth,
on the other hand, exhibits a nonmonotonic character: in-
creases at first with , peaks at around =5.0, and then starts
decaying with increasing . One may correlate this result
with the role of electron Landau resonance on the universal
mode, as the electron distribution in the vicinity of parallel
resonant velocity which is strongly dependent on the thermal
velocity and so the temperature of the electrons is the key
factor in determining Landau damping or inverse Landau
damping of the mode.
I. Effect of temperature gradient
Thus far, the entire analysis has been carried out consid-
ering flat temperature profiles, that is, zero temperature gra-
dients by putting sT=0 in the profiles displayed in Table I.
In the present section, we incorporate profile variation to the
temperatures of both the ions and electrons. This is achieved
by using a finite value for sT, which is chosen as 0.2 in this
case. Since most tokamaks contain temperature gradients in
the pressure profile, it is thus necessary to look at the effect
of the temperature gradient on the toroidal universal drift
instability. This is done by evaluating the real frequency and
growth rate against i,e=Ln /LT, keeping Ln constant and
varying LT. Three cases are considered here: 1 the tempera-
ture gradient scale lengths for both electrons and ions are
increased simultaneously, 2 the temperature gradient of
only ions is increased, keeping that of the electrons zero, and
3 the temperature gradient of only electrons is increased,
keeping that of the ions zero. The last two options may be
relevant to experimental situations with preferential ion heat-
ing e.g., ion cyclotron resonance heating ICRH or elec-
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FIG. 8. Color online Real frequency and growth rate for n=Ln /R for the parameters and profiles as in the Table I and Fig. 1 in the case of mode n=10
corresponding to kLi=0.58. Note that a, Ln, Rq, and nq are kept constant in this scan.
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FIG. 9. Color online Real frequency and growth rate for =Te /Ti and for the parameters and profiles of Table I and Fig. 1 in the case of the mode
n=10 corresponding to kLi=0.58.
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tron heating e.g., electron cyclotron resonance heating
ECRH, respectively. The results for all the cases are pre-
sented in Fig. 10. The real frequency is reduced with increas-
ing temperature gradient for the cases 1 and 2, while it in-
creases in the case 3. The growth rate, on the other hand,
decreases in all three cases. However, it decays more slowly
when the electron temperature profile is flat, as apparent
from case 2. It is clear from case 3 that the mode exhibits a
finite growth rate for values of e beyond the critical value
for ETG instability e1.0. Thus, the point to be noted is
that, even in the presence of finite  above the critical value
for the temperature gradient driven modes to get destabi-
lized, the universal drift instability preserves finite growth
rate. It is observed from case 2 that the ITG has weaker
effect on the mode. It has finite growth rate even after the
critical value of i for the ITG driven mode i1.0. Thus,
one may conclude that, in some situations as delineated in
the last two cases, temperature gradient driven modes and
the universal drift mode driven by the density gradient can
coexist. One other important point to be noted here is that the
toroidal universal drift mode is unstable in the  domain
from 1 to more than 10, as evident from Fig. 9, while ETG
modes are stable at higher values of  even with finite e. So
electron transport at high kLi1 with larger values of 
may have contributions from the toroidal universal drift
mode as well. Similarly, at low kLi, where ITG is domi-
nant, the electron transport can be due to this mode, as it
appears to be unstable in regions where ITG is pronounced.
J. Electromagnetic effects
1. kLi scan
The electrostatic assumption is justified in a low 
plasma. However, considering the higher  environment in
the present day devices, it is of interest to study the effect of
the electromagnetic fluctuation on the toroidal branch of the
universal mode. In this section, we perform a kLi scan for
the growth rate and mode frequency in the presence of trans-
verse magnetic perturbations with =0.001 in the zero tem-
perature gradient limit. The corresponding results are plotted
in Fig. 11, with the upper axis representing the respective
toroidal mode numbers n. For the purpose of comparison, we
also plot the purely electrostatic values for the real frequency
and growth rate of the mode same results as in Fig. 2.
At very low kLi, the real frequency increases first and
then peaks at a value of kLi0.4 corresponding to n=6.
Beyond this point, the frequency starts falling monotonically
with kLi or n. The growth rate however increases until
kLi0.58 or n=10 and then becomes practically con-
stant. It is apparent from the figure for the real frequency that
the effect of finite  is more pronounced at lower kLi, and
the real frequency is reduced in this region. Going toward the
higher kLi the effect of  seems to be weaker on the mode
frequency. The growth rate, on the other hand, is substan-
tially reduced by finite plasma . A  of value 0.001 brings
almost 20% reduction in the growth rate as compared
to the electrostatic case. A complete  scan is presented in
Sec. III J 2 clearly illustrating the stabilizing effect of .
A global mode structure for the electromagnetic case for
n=10 and =0.001 corresponding to kLi0.58 is shown
in Figs. 12 and 13. The electrostatic part ˜ Fig. 12 is very
similar to the purely electrostatic mode in Fig. 3. The A˜ 
component Fig. 13, on the contrary, apparently shows a
weak antiballooning character, being weaker at the outboard
side than the inboard side. The convergence in the radial and
poloidal Fourier space for the mode has been depicted in the
upper part of the right panel in Fig. 13. The lower panel
presents the radial dependence of various poloidal mode
numbers m. It retains the effect of nonresonant electrons at
km ,n=0 surfaces. The antiballooning character of the A˜ 
mode structure and the stabilization of the mode in the pres-
ence of finite  are all related to the inherent electrostatic
nature of the toroidal universal drift instability.
2.  scan
A complete  scan for the mode with kLi=0.58
n=10 is displayed in Fig. 14. Both the real frequency and
growth rate are reduced with increasing . The complete
stabilization occurs at 1.1%. This is in contrast to earlier
investigations in slab geometry, where the value of critical 
was much higher.11 The observed stabilization is perhaps due
to the coupling of the wave with the Alfven perturbation.
The relative strength of the electromagnetic to the elec-
trostatic character is shown in Fig. 15, measured as the ratio
of flux surface averaged squared A˜  to ˜ with increasing
value of  expressed in percentage. It is clear from this plot
that the strength of the magnetic fluctuation in comparison to
the electrostatic fluctuation increases almost linearly with in-
creasing plasma .
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FIG. 14. Color online  scan for the mode frequency and growth rate for the parameters and profiles as in Table I and Fig. 1 for the mode n=10
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K. Effect of trapped electron
As clearly demonstrated by the above results, the global
toroidal universal drift instability is triggered by purely pass-
ing electron dynamics. However, as a toroidal device is
bound to have some fraction of trapped electrons, it would be
interesting to obtain the effect of trapped electrons on the
purely universal drift mode studied in the previous sections.
To this end, an extensive  scan is performed with and with-
out trapped electrons for the electrostatic case. To identify
the most unstable mode, the other drift instabilities such as
ITG with trapped electrons as well as the TEM branches are
computed together with the universal mode. The combined
data are plotted in Fig. 16. There are several interesting
points to be noted: 1 The trapped electron coupled univer-
sal drift mode and pure universal drift mode have distinct
real frequencies and growth rates. 2 In contrast to the pure
universal drift mode studied in previous sections, whose
growth rate was shown to decrease with increasing , the
trapped electron coupled universal drift mode appears to be
more unstable with increasing . This study indicates that in
the presence of trapped electrons, the nature of the universal
drift mode is predominantly “trapped electron like.” 3 To
make a better quantitative comparison, growth rates and real
frequencies of the pure TEM, the ITG mode with trapped
electrons ITG-TE for the same equilibrium parameters are
also plotted. For the parameters studied here, it appears that
the trapped electron coupled universal drift modes in the
presence of 1 have growth rates comparable to ITG-TE
or TEMs and could contribute substantially to the overall
transport.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work we performed a global linear gyro-
kinetic study of the toroidal universal drift mode driven by
the density gradient in the presence of finite toroidicity on
the intermediate scale kLi. The model considers both pass-
ing electrons and ions to be fully nonadiabatic, incorporating
toroidal coupling effects, magnetic drift resonances, Landau
resonance effects, transit harmonic resonances, finite Larmor
radius to all orders, and orbit width effect for both species.
The effect of finite  is also studied in the frame of an elec-
tromagnetic model that retains the transverse magnetic per-
turbation. However, effects of collisions and Shafranov shift
have been dropped. Furthermore, the model considers large
aspect ratio circular cross section for the tokamak plasma.
The major results are as follows:
• The growth rate increases at lower kLi until kLi0.58
and starts saturating thereafter. The real frequency too in-
creases at lower kLi and then decays monotonically with
kLi at larger kLi.
• The electrostatic mode structure is global and exhibiting
structure at mode rational surfaces.
• Studying the effect of Landau resonance for both electrons
and ions shows weak dependence of the frequency and
growth rate on ion Landau damping and a strong depen-
dence on electron Landau damping preserving finite
growth rate in both cases.
• Both electron and ion magnetic drift resonance terms are
considered in the formulation. The ion magnetic drift reso-
nance does play a significant role in making the toroidal
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FIG. 15. Color online Electromagnetic ratio with increasing function of
 for the parameters and profiles as in Table I and Fig. 1 for the mode
n=10 corresponding to kLi=0.58.
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branch of the universal drift mode unstable, while electron
magnetic drift resonance has a weak effect on the stability
property of the mode.
• As reported in earlier works for high n modes kLi1,
the toroidicity driven universal drift mode is found to be
stable beyond a shear value sˆ1, even for low n modes.
• The nonmonotonic dependency of the growth rate on
n=Ln /R in a toroidicity scan varying R and keeping Ln,
a, Rq and nq constant is demonstrated here for the first
time.
• The mode is unstable in a fairly large domain of =Te /Ti
ranging from 1 to more than 10, thus clearly showing
that in regions of  where the ETG mode is believed to
be stable, electron transport can be due to this toroidal
universal drift mode.
• The  scan for both ions and electrons shows that the
universal drift mode driven by toroidicity can coexist with
the temperature gradient driven modes. Therefore electron
transport at low kLi may have contributions from the
mode under investigation. Similarly at higher kLi, where
ETG is thought to be the main driving mechanism for elec-
tron transport, this mode may also contribute.
• The electromagnetic effect is found to be strongly stabiliz-
ing in the present case. The A˜  component of the mode
structure exhibits antiballooning character. The mode gets
stabilized at 1.1%. The relative magnetic fluctuation
amplitude A˜ 2 / ˜ 2 varies almost linearly with the mag-
nitude of .
• Trapped electrons enhance the growth rate of the universal
mode. However, the universal mode changes its character
regarding its dependence on the density and temperature
gradients. While in the absence of trapped electrons the
universal mode decays with the temperature gradient,
trapped electrons, on the contrary, enhances the growth
rate of the mode. The universal mode with trapped elec-
trons exhibits, qualitatively, the same character as the
TEM. Also, it has a comparable growth rate to the trapped
electron coupled ITG mode in the parameter range consid-
ered in this study.
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